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NASA GISS: Jet Contrail Studies Using Polarization Lidar
Dissipating jet contrail. (Photograph by Ronald L. Halle, from the University of Illinois WW2010 Project ) Cirrus clouds affect Earth's climate by reflecting ...
http://www.giss.nasa.gov/research/intro/mishchenko_01/ - 14.3KB - Other NASA Internet Sites

S'COOL: Observing Contrails
Contrails are clouds formed around the small particles (aerosols) which are in aircraft exhaust. When these persist after the passage of the plane they are of great interest to ...
http://asd-www.larc.nasa.gov/SCOOL/contrails.html - 4.0KB - Other NASA Internet Sites

NASA Langley: Contrails
Examples of Contrails NASA SUCCESS DC-8 Contrail on 12-13 May 1996 off the Coast of California GOES-8 11um infrared image with DC-8 flight track overlay (red racetrack) at 23:15 UTC GOES- ...
http://angler.larc.nasa.gov/contrail/ - 2.6KB - Other NASA Internet Sites

NASAexplores 9-12 Lesson: Time To Contrail (Student Sheets)
Time To Contrail Student Sheet(s) Background Information Condensation trails are line-shaped clouds that can be produced by propeller- or jet-powered ...
http://nasaexplores.nasa.gov/show_912_student_st.php?id=030109111121 - 8.4KB - Other NASA Internet Sites

NASAexplores 9-12 Lesson: Time To Contrail (Teacher Sheets)
Time To Contrail Teacher Sheet(s) Objective: To explore the dissipation of contrails using an equation. Level: 9-12 Subjects(s): Mathematics, Physics, ...
http://nasaexplores.nasa.gov/show_912_teacher_st.php?id=030109111121 - 15.0KB - Other NASA Internet Sites

NASAexplores 5-8 Lesson: Cloudy Contrails (Student Sheets)
Cloudy Contrails Student Sheet(s) Background Information Condensation trails are line-shaped clouds that can be produced by propeller- or jet- powered ...
http://nasaexplores.nasa.gov/show_58_student_st.php?id=030109110655 - 6.6KB - Other NASA Internet Sites

http://search.spacelink.nasa.gov/query.html?qt=contrails&col=library&col=xreflib&qc=&qm=...
From Contrails To Clouds Teacher Sheet(s) Objective: To compare formation of clouds to formation of contrails. Level: K-4 Subjects(s): Science Prep...
http://nasaexplores.msfc.nasa.gov/show_k4_teacher_sh.php?id=030109105619 - 12.4KB - Other NASA Internet Sites

Balancing Contrails Teacher Sheet(s) Objective: To balance chemical equations for contrails and their effect on the atmosphere. Level: 9-12 Subjects(s)...
http://nasaexplores.nasa.gov/show_912_teacher_st.php?id=030109111449 - 11.4KB - Other NASA Internet Sites

On The Contrail Student Sheet(s) Background Information Condensation trails are line-shaped clouds that can be produced by propeller- or jet-powered...
http://nasaexplores.nasa.gov/show_58_student_st.php?id=030109110052 - 9.5KB - Other NASA Internet Sites
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